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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we proposed a refined model to describe the RED process by considering the variation of
flow rates along the flow direction, and the concentration depended density and viscosity. The model
was verified by good accordance between the calculated and experimental measured data. For evaluating
the performance of a RED stack for some special applications, the net power density and the energy
efficiency are two main criteria. However, they could not achieve their maximum values simultaneously.
To achieve such a compromise, an optimization based on Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II
(NSGA-II) was conducted. Besides, the net power output and energy efficiency under single-objective
optimization methods were calculated and compared. Results revealed that compared to the results
under the maximum net power density, the net power density under the multi-objective optimization is
slightly less than the maximum one, meanwhile the energy efficiency was much greater. The perfor-
mance under the multi-objective optimization exhibited no obvious disadvantage against that under the
maximum energy efficiency, considering the significant increase of the net power density.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

As the fast depletion of the fossil fuels, human beings suffer
much from its detrimental byproducts such as PM 2.5, which can
permanently damage our breathing system along with its conve-
nient supply of electricity and power. Such solutions have been
proposed to alleviate these problems as developing new and
renewable resources and reutilization of the waste thermal energy,
on which much efforts have been devoted to [1e4]. Salinity
gradient power generation technologies, extracting energy from
different salt solutions, offer alternative and promising ways to
produce electricity, considering the huge amount of sea and river
water. Generally, there are three forms of salinity gradient power
generation technologies: pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) [5e7],
reverse electrodialysis (RED) [8e11], and capacitive mixing (CAP-
MIX) [12e15], among which RED systems have been extensively
investigated and serve as a more appealing and potential future
technology due to its relatively high efficiency and low operation
pressure [16].

For studying the characteristics of the RED system, numerical
_liu@hust.edu.cn (W. Liu).
simulation and experiment study are two ordinary ways to analyze
the performance of the RED system. Many models have been pro-
posed to describe the process of the RED system. The empirical
formulas could provide a preliminary way to evaluate the rough
performance specifications of the RED system. However they could
not illustrate the mass and concentration profiles of the salty so-
lutions with different concentrations. Based on the mass and spe-
cies conservation equations, 1D models have been developed to
investigate the concentration variation along the flow direction
[17]. Veerman et al. [18] propose a 1D model to describe the RED
process by neglecting the changes of the volume flow rate of the
high concentration (HC) and low concentration (LC) solutions, and
claimed that segmentation of the electrodes could be used to
dramatically increase the power density. Tedesco et al. [19] pre-
sented a multi-scale mathematical model based on mass conser-
vation and constitutive equation. Veerman et al. [20] presented a
model for the ionic shortcut currents in a RED stack whose effect
could be reduced via a proper stack design. As 1D model could only
reflect the concentration along the flow direction, in order to
analyze concentration distribution perpendicular to the flow di-
rection, which impact the transmembrane ion transfer character-
istics, models with higher dimensions by solving the strongly
coupled Poisson equation, the Nernst-Planck equation, and the
Navier-Stokes equations could provide a deeper sight into
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of reverse electrodialysis stacks.
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illustrating the concentration [21e23]. However the model could
only be employed to analyze the performance with simple geom-
etry, as the membrane properties are strongly impacted by the
geometric structures, which are often determined by the experi-
ment test. Gurreri et al. [24] used CFD to investigate the impact of
geometric characteristics and operation parameters on the con-
centration polarization. Along with the numerical simulation,
experimental investigation plays an important role in analyzing the
performance of the RED systems. Pawlowski et al. [25] experi-
mentally studied the pressure drop in the RED stack, and proposed
a model to systematically describe the geometric impact on the
pressure drop. Geise et al. [26] experimentally investigated the
membrane resistance when the membrane was placed between
solutions of different concentrations, which was the usual case in
the RED systems.

Gross power density, net power density and energy efficiency
are the main criteria measuring the performance of the RED stacks,
which are strongly impacted by the flow rates, concentrations,
membrane properties and stack configurations. Among them, the
net power density of the RED stacks is mainly focused on. Zhu et al.
[27] reduced pumping energy by using different flow rates of high
and low concentration solutions in RED cells. Hong et al. [28]
examined the effect of monovalent and multivalent ions on the
power density of the RED system and found multivalent ions led to
a 9e20% lower power density than monovalent ions mainly due to
the higher internal stack resistance of the multivalent ions. Kim
et al. [29] investigated the performance of the RED stack with
anodic alumina nanopores. Güler et al. [30] researched membrane
bulk properties on the RED performance in practice. Güler et al. [31]
implemented the micro-structured membranes in the RED system
to alleviate the use of spacers, and 20% higher net power density
was achieved. Jin et al. [32] studied the performance of the RED
system with nanocomposite membrane containingFe2O3 � SO2�

4 ;

and found that 0.5e0.7wt% Fe2O3 � SO2�
4 could obviously enhance

the permselectivity of the ion-exchange membranes, thus a higher
power density. Vermaas et al. [33] created a profiled membrane
comprising ridges on one side of the membrane to replace the
spacers, and the ohmic resistance was significantly decreased.
Moreover, Liu et al. [34] created hemispherical protrusions on the
cation exchange membranes to decrease the microbial reverse-
electrodialysis cells (MRC) stack resistance, and a 38% increase in
power density was obtained. Luo et al. [35] researched different
numbers of cell pairs and stack arrangements to improve the per-
formance of the MRC.

For improving the performance of the RED system, previous
literature are mainly focused on the maximum net power density.
However, the energy efficiency, reflecting the degree of the energy
utilization of the salt solutions, should also be included, to mea-
sure the conversion ability of the RED system, especially, for the
RED based closed loop systems such as MD-RED system studied in
Ref. [16] where RED is a sub system, whose efficiency plays an
important role in determining the system overall efficiency. In
addition, in the regions with abundant brine water, where river
water is not so sufficient, the energy efficiency and power density
should both be considered to economically utilize the salinity
gradient energy. Furthermore, although the CFD simulation could
give us deeper insight into the concentration polarization, it is not
applicable for design and system optimization considering its
huge computing duration. Therefore, the traditional 1D model
based on mass and species conservation is still appealing due to its
relatively less computing time required. However, the volume
flow rate changes of the salt solutions in the RED process are
rarely considered in the aforementioned literature. And consid-
ering their effects could help us better understand and investigate
the performance of the RED system. In this paper, we proposed a
model for the RED process by including the concentration-
depended density and volume flow rate variation along the flow
direction, and then conducted an optimization of the RED system
with maximum net power density and energy efficiency as the
objective functions based on the proposed model. Generally, the
net power density and energy efficiency could not achieve their
maximum values simultaneously. Many methods have been
developed to coordinate the conflicting performance specifica-
tions in thermodynamic analysis, such as Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) and multi-objective evolutionary
algorithm based on decomposition (MOEA/D) [36]. Among them,
NSGA-II has the advantage of less calculation demand and good
convergence, which has been widely applied in optimizing ther-
modynamic systems with various conflicting objectives [37]. In
this paper, the NSGA-II was employed to obtain the Pareto frontier
coordinating the net power density and energy efficiency. As the
Pareto set reflects different weights of the two objectives, the
technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution
(TOPSIS) was utilized to identify the final optimal point of the RED
system. The net power density and energy efficiency of the RED
system for different membranes under optimal conditions were
obtained. For comparison, the gross power density, net power
density, hydrodynamic loss of the RED system along the flow di-
rection under single-objective function conditions were dis-
cussed. In addition, the average net power density, energy
efficiency and energy dissipation under different optimization
methods were systematically analyzed. Finally, some conclusions
were drawn.
2. Model development

2.1. Maximum power output of the RED stack

As shown in Fig. 1, the conventional RED stack consists of serial
repeating RED cells (N pairs). Solutions with different concentra-
tions alternatively flow through the channels separated by the AEM
and CEM. For a RED cell, the Nernst potential difference over the
IEMs is calculated as [20]:
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where a is the permselectivity of the membrane. g are the activity
coefficients used in thermodynamics to account for deviations from
ideal behavior in a mixture of chemical substances which can be
obtained by the extended Debye-Huckel equation [38]:
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whereIis the ion strength of the solution and A is the effective hy-
drated ion radius.

The space-dependent area specific resistance Ra;cellðxÞ is [20,38]:

Ra;cellðxÞ ¼ N
�

f
Lm

�
dH

CHðxÞ
þ dL
CLðxÞ

�
þ RAEM þ RCEM

�
þ Rel (3)

where Lmis the molar conductivity of electrolyte (NaCl) solution
that measures the efficiency with which a given electrolyte con-
ducts electricity in solution, which is impacted by the solution
concentration. dHand dL is the thickness of the HC and LC solution
compartments. f is a measure for the increase of the electrical
resistance due to the negative effects of the spacer. RAEM and RCEM
are the membrane area resistance. Rel is the membrane area ohmic
resistance of the electrodes and their compartments.

According to Ohm's law, the current density (j) is

jðxÞ ¼ EcellðxÞ
Ra;cellðxÞ þ Ra;extðxÞ (4)

To achieve the maximum power, the external load ðRa;extðxÞÞ
should be equal to the internal resistance, therefore, the space-
dependent power density is given by

Pd;maxðxÞ ¼
1
2
jðxÞ2Ra;cellðxÞ (5)

The total maximum power output is

Pmax ¼ W
ZL
0

PdðxÞdx (6)

where W and L are, respectively, the width and length of the RED
membrane.

Due to the flow characteristics in the micro channel, the pump
consumed could not be ignored. According to Ref. [39], the pressure
drop over the single HC and LC channels are [8].

dpH ¼ 12mHVHdx

Wd3H
; dpL ¼

12mLVLdx

Wd3L
(7)

where VH and VL are the volume flowrates of the HC and LC solu-
tions with the viscosity being mHand mL respectively. The relation of
the viscosity and NaCl concentration can be found in Refs. [40,41].
The total pump consumed can be calculated as

Ppum ¼
ZL
o

Nz

 
6mHV

2
H

Wd3H
þ 6mLV

2
L

Wd3L

!
dx (8)

wherezis a correlation factor concerning the geometric effects [38].
Therefore, the net power output is

PRED ¼ Pmax � Ppum (9)

Furthermore, the energy efficiency of the RED stack, indicating
the ratio of the power actual extracted and the energy that could be
extracted in the reversible process, can be defined as

hRED ¼ PRED=DGRED (10)

where DGRED is the maximum potential that can be transformed
into electricity in the RED stack, which can be expressed as [42].

DGRED ¼ 2RT
�
VHCH ln

CH
CT

þ VLCL ln
CL
CT

�
(11)

where CT is the concentration of the mixed concentrated and
diluted solutions.

2.2. Salt and water transfer through the membranes

For simplicity, some assumptions are made to model the RED
process: (1) The concentration polarization both on the HC side and
LC side are ignored. (2) The ions carried by the transmembrane
water flux are not included. (3) The diffusion coefficients for the
water and ions are constant.

Salt transport from the high concentration electrolyte to the low
concentration electrolyte is composed of a Coulombic part and a
part due to co-ion transport [38]:

JiðxÞ ¼ JCoul;iðxÞ þ Jcit;iðxÞ ¼
tijðxÞ
F

þ 2Di

dm
½CHðxÞ � CLðxÞ� (12)

wheretis the ion transport number and i refers to Naþ or Cl�.
Opposite to the salt flux, there is a water flux ðJwaterÞ due to

osmosis of water from the LC solution to the HC solution
compartment [43].

JwaterðxÞ ¼ �2DWater

dm
½CHðxÞ � CLðxÞ� (13)

As depicted in Fig. 2, in the HC compartment, the total mass
change stems from the sum of the mass decrease of the NaCl and
increase of the water due to the osmic effect.

d½VHðxÞrHðxÞ�
dx

¼ �WJNaClðxÞMNaCl þWJwaterðxÞMH2O (14)

where rH is the density of the HC solution. Meanwhile, the mass
conservation of NaCl reads

d½VHðxÞCHðxÞ�
dx

¼ �WJNaClðxÞ (15)

Similarly, in the LC compartment, themass increase origins from
the NaCl mass transfer from the HC compartment and the water
due to the osmic effect.

d½VLðxÞrLðxÞ�
dx

¼ WJNaClðxÞMNaCl �WJwaterðxÞMH2O (16)

where rLis the density of the LC solution. Meanwhile, the mass
conservation of NaCl reads

d½VLðxÞCLðxÞ�
dx

¼ WJNaClðxÞ (17)

The concentration dependent density ðrÞ of the NaCl-water
mixture can be found in the appendix.



Fig. 2. Mass conservation along the flow direction in an infinitesimal length.

Fig. 3. Validation of the model. Calculated (line) and measured (square points) power
densities of small Qianqiu honogen of 25 cells and small Fumasep FAD/FKD of 50 cells
as a function of the volume flow rate. The spacer thickness (both compartments) for
the RED stack is dH ¼ dL ¼ 200mm: The input NaCl concentrations are 512.8mol/m3 for
the HC compartment and 17.1mol/m3 for the LC compartment, respectively. The input
volume flow rates of the HC and LC compartments are equal.
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The distributions of the concentrations ðCHðxÞ and CLðxÞÞ and
volume flowrates ðVHðxÞ and VLðxÞÞ in the HC and LC compartments
by solving Eqs. (14)e(17), with the boundary conditions (the inlet
volume flow rate and concentration of the HC and LC solutions)
given by

CHð0Þ ¼ CH;in;VHð0Þ ¼ VH;in; (18)

CLð0Þ ¼ CL;in;VLð0Þ ¼ VL;in; (19)

3. The impact of flow rates on the performance of the RED
stack

3. .1Model validation

The model presented in this paper is validated by the measured
values of small Qianqiu homogen stack of 25 cells [38] and Fumasep
FAD/FKD stack of 50 cells [44]. The obstruction factor describing the
extra electrical resistance of the water compartments induced by
the spacer is 1.7 for Qianqiu stack and 1.72 for Fumasep stack. The
spacer thickness is dH ¼ dL ¼ 200mm: The input NaCl concentra-
tions are 512.8mol/m3 for the HC compartment and 17.1mol/m3 for
the LC compartment, respectively. The model studied in this paper
can be justified by good accordance between the results calculated
and experimental measured data as show in Fig. 3.

3.2. Sensitivity analysis

To give a first impression of the behavior with the different HC
and LC flow rates in a RED cell, the model is used to simulate a
50 cell stack ð10cm� 10cmÞ; equippedwith Qianqiu homogen. The
membrane properties can be found in Table 1. The spacer thickness
is dH ¼ dL ¼ 200mm: The obstruction factor is 1.96. The input NaCl
concentrations are 512.8mol/m3 for the HC compartment and
17.1mol/m3 for the LC compartment, respectively. The detailed
prescribed parameters are listed in Table 2. Fig. 4 shows the gross
power density, net power density, and hydrodynamic loss of small
Qianqiu stacks of 50 cells as a function of the inlet volume flow
rates of the HC and LC solutions. The gross power density and hy-
drodynamic loss both increase with increasing inlet volume flow-
rates of the solutions based on the fact that for a RED cell with given
size, larger volume flowrates lead to more slow variation of the
concentration in for both the HC and LC solutions, thus a higher cell
potential based on Eq. (1). And according to Eq. (8), the larger
volume flowrate, the larger value of the hydrodynamic loss, which
increases dramatically at higher volume flowrates, as shown in
Fig. 4. Therefore, the net power output (difference between the
gross power density and the hydrodynamic loss) increase first, then
decreases with increasing inlet volume flowrates of the HC and LC
solutions, respectively. There exist optimal HC and LC volume
flowrates leading to the maximum value of the net power density.
The optimal HC flowrate is much less than the optimal LC flowrate
as the hydrodynamic loss increases with increasing HC flowrate
more rapidly than LC flow rate as shown in Fig. 4, which is in accord
with Ref. [27], where this phenomenon has been experimentally
examined. Furthermore, as depicted in Fig. 5, the energy efficiency
decreases with increasing inlet volume flowrates of the HC and LC
compartments based on the fact that the Gibbs free energy of the
solutions can be utilized more adequately at lower volume flow
rates for a limited membrane area. As the net power density and
energy efficiency are main important criteria evaluating the RED
performance, in some actual applications, the above two figure of
merits should be both considered. However, they could not achieve
their maximum values simultaneously as shown in Fig. 5.
4. Performance optimization

Multi-objective optimization is widely adopted to coordinate
the conflicting performance specifications, whose results are
usually a set of non-dominated solutions (Pareto frontier) with
minimum conflict between the objectives under the multi-



Table 1
Membrane properties [47,48].

Membrane dmðmmÞ RðU$cm�2Þ að%Þ DNaclðm2=sÞ Dwaterðm2=sÞ
AEM CEM AEM CEM

Qianqiu homogen 250 2.85 1.97 0.863 0.82 3.2E-11 7.9E-9
Qianqiu heterogen 580 2.85 1.97 0.863 0.82 2E-11 3.9E-9
Fumasep FAD/FKD 80 0.89 0.89 0.86 0.86 1.3E-11 1.3E-9
Neosepta AMX/CMX 150 2.35 2.91 0.907 0.99 5.5E-11 5.8E-10
Selemion AMV/CMV 120 3.15 2.29 0.873 0.988 3.1E-12 1.2E-10

Table 2
Prescribed parameters of the RED system.

Parameters Notation Value

Operating temperature [K] T 293.15
Effective hydrated ion radius for Naþ [pm] ANaþ 450
Effective hydrated ion radius for Cl� [pm] ACl� 300
Faraday constant [C/mol] F 96485

Gas constant ½J$mol�1$K�1� R 8.314

Molar conductivity for the HC solution ½S$m2$mol�1 � Lm;H 0.009219

Molar conductivity for the LC solution ½S$m2$mol�1� Lm;L 0.0117

Fig. 4. Gross power density, net power density, and hydrodynamic loss of small
Qianqiu stacks of 50 cells as a function of the inlet volume flow rates of the HC and LC
compartments.

Fig. 5. Net power density, and energy efficiency of small Qianqiu stacks of 50 cells as a
function of the inlet volume flow rates of the HC and LC compartments.
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objective algorithms such as NSGA-II [37]. As each point in the
Pareto frontier represents certain weights of the objectives.
Therefore, to select the final optimal point, decision-making
techniques should be employed, such as LINMAP, TOPSIS, and
BelmaneZadeh methods [45], among which the TOPSIS is widely
applied, indicating the maximum deviation from the non-ideal
point and a minimum deviation from the ideal point. As
mentioned above, to optimize a RED system, the energy efficiency
and net power density could not achieve their maximum value
simultaneously. The energy efficiency evaluates the degree of
utilization of the Gibbs free energy of the concentrated and diluted
solutions, and the net power density is the criterion measuring
how much we get from these solutions. In this study, an optimi-
zation based on NSGA-II has been conducted to achieve an
appropriate compromise between the energy efficiency and the
net power density. The flow chart for the calculation is depicted in
Fig. 6. In the calculations, for a given membrane, the range of inlet
volume flow rates is between 50mL/min to 700mL/min to cover
the optimal volume flowrates under the maximum net power
density and maximum energy efficiency.
4.1. Pareto frontier and the final optimal point

Fig. 7 depicts the Pareto frontier calculated through the multi-
objective optimization for a 50 cell RED system with different
membranes listed in Table 1, which illustrates the obvious
repugnant phenomenon of the maximum energy efficiency and
net power density. As each point in the Pareto frontier represents
certain weights of the two conflicting objectives, the top-left point
represents the energy efficiency is mostly weighted, correspond-
ing to the single objective optimization for energy efficiency,
whereas the bottom-right indicates the net power density is



Fig. 6. Calculation flow chart for the multi-objective optimization.

Fig. 7. Pareto frontier from multi-objective optimization of the RED system with
different membranes. The star-marked points are obtained by the TOPSIS algorithm.
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mostly weighted, in accord with the situation under the single
objective optimization for net power density. Selemion AMV/CMV
could lead to larger values of maximum net power density and
maximum energy efficiency. The star-marked point represent the
final optimal one selected by the TOPSIS algorithm. For a pre-
scribed membrane, under the multi-objective optimization, the
net power density and exergy efficiency exhibit moderate values,
as shown in Fig. 7.
4.2. Performance under the optimal conditions

For a better illustration on the performance of the RED system
under the multi-objective optimization, the gross power density,
net power density and energy efficiency under the corresponding
single-objective optimization methods were calculated and
compared. The profiles of the volume flowrate and concentrations
along the flow direction under different optimization methods are
plotted in Fig. 8. In the previous models, the volume flow rates in
the HC and LC compartments are treated constant during the mass
transfer processes. However, in present model, the changes of
volume flowrate are considered, as depicted in Fig. 8(a) and (b),
where the flow rate of the HC solution increases along the flow
directionwhile that of the LC solution decreases. The changes of the
volume flow rate originate from the transmembrane water flux
from the LC solution to the HC solution induced by osmosis effects,
thus to bring an augment of the HC solution volume flow rate.
Under the optimal conditions under the multi-objective optimiza-
tion, the volume flow rate of the HC compartment is much less than
that of the LC compartment. However, the optimal flow rates of the
HC and LC solutions are nearly the same under the optimization for
energy efficiency. Compared to the optimal values of volume flow
rates under the single objective optimizations for net power den-
sity and energy efficiency, the optimal flow rates under the multi-
objective optimization exhibit moderate values.

The concentrations of the HC and LC solutions along the flow
direction under three different optimization methods are plotted in
Fig. 8 (c) and (d). Under the maximum net power density, the
concentration changes much slowly than those under the other
two optimization methods due to the relative larger volume flow
rates. However, the concentration changes dramatically under the
maximum energy efficiency, due to the small volume flow rates
that make the final concentration approach more close to the
mixed one, thus to induce a higher energy efficiency, based on Eq.
(11). The concentration derivation of the LC solution under the
multi-objective optimization is a little more than that under the
maximum net power density. But the concentration for the HC
solution along the flow direction drops much more obviously,
resulting a larger energy efficiency than that under the maximum
net power density.

Fig. 9 (a) demonstrates the power densities and hydrodynamic
loss under the multi-objective optimization. As the relative small
change of the flow rates of the HC and LC solutions, according to Eq.
(8), the density of hydrodynamic loss nearly stays unchanged in the
flow direction, which can also be observed in Fig. 9 (c). The gross
power density first increases, reaches its maximum value, then
decreases along the flow direction. Near the inlet region, although
the Nernst potential is highest, the ohmic resistance is the highest
due to the lowest concentration of the LC compartment, thus the
gross power density is not the highest. As the developing of the RED
process, the decrease magnitude of the Nernst potential difference
is lower than that of the ohmic resistance, therefore, the gross
power density increases. As the RED process develops further, the
Nernst potential difference decreases much sharped due to the
decrease of the NaCl concentration of the HC solution and increase
of the NaCl concentration of the LC solution, the gross power
density decreases. Therefore, there a maximum value of the gross
power density along the flow direction. As the density of hydro-
dynamic loss nearly stays unchanged in the flow direction, the net
power density (the difference of the electrical power density and
the hydrodynamic loss) displays the same trend as the gross power
density.

In Fig. 9 (b), the profiles of gross power density under different
optimization objectives are presented. Under the maximum net
power density, the gross power density changes relatively slowest.



Fig. 8. Profiles of volume flow rate and concentration along the flow direction in the HC and LC compartments under different optimization methods for a 50 cell stack with
Fumasep FAD/FKD.

Fig. 9. Profiles of power density and hydrodynamic loss along the flow direction in the
HC and LC compartments under different optimization objectives for a 50 cell stack
with Fumasep FAD/FKD. Furthermore, the gross power density, net power density and
the hydrodynamic loss along the flow direction under the multi-objective optimization
is plotted together (see Fig. 9 (a)).

Fig. 10. Comparison of power density under different optimization objectives for a
50 cell stack with Fumasep FAD/FKD.

Table 3
Performance comparisons under different optimization methods.

Membrane multi-objective
optimization compared
to single-objective
optimization
(maximum Pnet)

multi-objective
optimization
compared to single-
objective optimization
(maximum h)

Pnet h Pnet h

Qianqiu homogen �21.33% þ97.81% þ55.32% �14.88%
Qianqiu heterogen �19.94% þ116.17% þ77.99% �16.12%
Fumasep FAD/FKD �17.39% þ81.03% þ97.77% �20.60%
Neosepta AMX/CMX �17.49% þ79.51% þ93.10% �19.83%
Selemion AMV/CMV �19.24% þ120.41% þ84.22% �17.10%
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While under the maximum energy efficiency, the gross power
density changes dramatically along the flow direction, which
means the highest utilization of the Gibbs free energy of the solu-
tions. As shown in Fig. 8, the optimal flow rates of the HC and LC
solutions under the maximum net power density are the largest,
resulting in the largest hydrodynamic loss, as depicted in Fig. 9 (c).
The profiles of net power density are present in Fig. 9 (d), which
presents the same characteristics of the gross power density shown
in Fig. 9 (c) because of the nearly unchanged hydrodynamic loss
along the flow direction. Due to the smallest hydrodynamic loss
obtained under single objective optimization for energy efficiency,
the net power density under the maximum energy efficiency at the
inlet region are the largest. As the multi-objective optimization
coordinates both the energy efficiency and net power density, the
profiles present moderate behaviors.



Fig. 11. Energy utilization specifications under different optimization objectives for a 50 cell stack with Fumasep FAD/FKD.
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The average net power density and the hydrodynamic loss are
depicted in Fig. 10. Compared with the performance under the
single-objective optimization for net power density, the net power
density under the multi-objective optimization was reduced by
only 17.39%, but the energy efficiency increased by 81.03%.
Compared with the performance under the single-objective opti-
mization for energy efficiency, the energy efficiency under the
multi-objective optimization was reduced by only 20.60%, but the
net power density increased by 97.77%. What's more, compared
with the performance under the single-objective optimization for
net power density, the hydrodynamic loss is much reduced under
the multi-objective optimization. More comparisons with varied
membranes are listed in Table 3.

The energy utilization specifications under different optimiza-
tion objectives are presented in Fig. 11. Under the optimization for
maximum net power density, the energy efficiency is only 6.63%,
most of the energy (Gibbs free energy of the outlet of the RED
stacks) are evacuated. Then comes by the non-resistance dissipa-
tion. Under the optimization for maximum energy efficiency, the
energy efficiency reaches 14.9%. The unutilized takes only 1.77%,
due to the sufficient ion transfer through the membrane, mean-
while the non-resistance dissipation approaches 68.15% which
comes from the irreversibility during the mass transfer process.
Under the multi-objective optimization, the energy efficiency rea-
ches 11.97% and the energy unutilized is 18.9%. Therefore, to
maintain more net power output, the volume flow rates should be
at reasonable large values, which results in increased percentage of
unutilized energy and decreased non-resistance dissipation,
meanwhile the energy efficiency is lowered. Moreover, the non-
resistance dissipation mainly originates from the osmic effect, co-
ion transport and the imperfect selectivity of the IEMs. Therefore,
a qualified membrane with high performance is appealing to
improve the performance of the RED stacks.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a refined model to describe the
RED process by considering the osmic transmembrane water flux,
therefore the volume flow rates of the HC and LC solutions vary
along the flow direction, which is more close to the actual RED
process. In addition, the concentration depended density and vis-
cosity are also taken into account. The model was justified by good
accordance between the results calculated and experimental
measured data. Results revealed that there exist optimal flowrates
of the HC and LC solutions leading to the maximum net power
density, however the energy efficiency achieves its maximumvalue
at lower flowrates due to more sufficient ion transfer through the
membranes. To achieve such a compromise between the maximum
net power density and maximum energy efficiency. An optimiza-
tion based on NSGA-II was conducted to obtain the Pareto frontiers
of the RED system with different membranes. And the TOPSIS
decision-making method was used to choose the final optimum
point. Besides, the net power output and energy efficiency under
single-objective optimization methods were calculated and
compared. For a specified 50 cell stack with Fumasep FAD/FKD,
compared with the performance under the single-objective opti-
mization for net power density, the net power density under the
multi-objective optimization was reduced by only 17.39%, but the
energy efficiency increased by 81.03%. Compared with the perfor-
mance under the single-objective optimization for energy effi-
ciency, the energy efficiency under the multi-objective
optimization was reduced by only 20.60%, but the net power den-
sity increased by 97.77%. The operation parameters obtained by the
multi-objective optimization can balance both the power density
and energy efficiency of the RED system, thus to serve as a guidance
for designing and running actual RED stacks for actual applications.
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Nomenclature

A Effective hydrated ion radius ðpmÞ
C Electrolyte concentration (in molality) ðmol$kg�1Þ
DNaCl;DWater Diffusion constants of NaCl and water, respectively

ðm2$s�1Þ
Ecell Electromotive force of one cell ðVÞ
F Faraday constant ð96485C$mol�1Þ
f Obstruction factor
DG Maximum potential that can be transformed into

electricity in the RED stack ðWÞ
I Ion strength of a solution ðmol$L�1Þ
J Molar flux ðmol$s�1$m�2Þ
j Current density ðA$m2Þ
MH2O Mole mass H2O ð0:01802kg$mol�1Þ
N Cell number
P Power ðWÞ
Pd Power density ðW=m2Þ
pH ;pL Pressure over the single HC and LC channels,

respectively ðPaÞ
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R Gas constant ð8:314J$mol�1$K�1Þ
Rel electrode area ohmic resistance ðU$m2Þ
RAEM ;RCEM Area resistance of the AEM and CEM, respectively

ðU$m2Þ
T Temperature (K)
V Volume flow rate ðm3$s�1Þ
W ;L Width and length of the RED membrane ðmÞ
x Axial position along the RED module ðmÞ
z Valency of an ion

Greek Symbols
a Permselectivity of the ion-selective membrane
g Activity coefficient
m Viscosity ðkg$m�1$s�1Þ
dm Membrane thickness ðmÞ
dHdL Thickness of the HC and LC solution compartment,

respectively ðmÞ
h Efficiency
Lm Molar conductivity ðS$m2$mol�1Þ
r Density ðkg$m�3Þ

Subscripts
H High concentration
L Low concentration
ext External load
app Apparent
max Maximum

Abbreviations
HC High concentration
LC Low concentration
RED Reversed electrodialysis
PRO Pressure retarded osmosis
CAPMIX Capacitive mixing
MRC Microbial reverse-electrodialysis cell
CEM Cation-exchange membrane
AEM Anion-exchange membrane

Appendix

The density ðrÞ of the NaCl-water mixture can be calculated as [46]

r ¼ 1
uH2O

rH2O
þ uNaCl

rapp;NaCl

(20)

where uH2O and uNaCl are the mass fractions of water and NaCl,
andrH2O is the density of water, rapp;NaClis the apparent density of
NaCl, which can be written as

rapp;NaCl ¼
ðc0uNaCl þ c1Þexp

�
0:000001ðt þ c4Þ2

�
uNaCl þ c2 þ c3t

(21)

where t is the temperature in �C. For NaCl aqueous solution, the
parameters ðc0 � c4Þ can be found in Ref. [46].
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